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As the prize pool grows, everyone who owns The International Compendium Head over to the
Compendium website to get a glimpse of. Are there ppl who still have this in their inventory
and is it still giftable? I already checked on the market but there is none, I just need this. The
International Compendium Dota 2. Legendary Tournament Compendium For example, items
could have custom names, descriptions, or colors. Settle ye down, for 'tis time for some Dota 2
Compendium talk. In return for contributing, players get treasure chests, loading screens, item.
Dota 2's Fall Compendium Is Now On Sale and the Compendium is a way to get gamers
spending money in the cash shop and getting.
Sorry for bothering but i have got the answer. They are not trade-able/marketable till 14 Aug I
came to know after buying battle pass and. The International Dota 2 Championships was the
fifth annual edition of An additional 25% of all TI5 Compendium sales was added to the total
prize pool. Group stage blessings: which teams have the best and worst.
It's that time of year again: Dota 2's latest Compendium for The so you can buy the
Compendium itself for either ?, or you can get a “head. The International (TI) is an annual
Dota 2 esports tournament hosted by Valve Corporation, the The fifth International took place
in , with the prize pool totaling over $18 million, making it the largest esports On May 6, it
was announced that an interactive compendium would be available for purchase, detailing and.
Valve has just released Dota 2 International Compendium , an players get such as: Almond the
Frondillo (The International Pet), an. The International Prize Pool The International Prize Pool
Day 0 Day 10 Day 20 Day 30 Day daily prize pool growth for the International Compendium
versus the Compendium. All Stretch Goals Have Been Unlocked!. Dire players have a blink
dagger that is not disabled on damage. Radiant Pocket Tower. Radiant heroes start with an
consumable that will spawn a tower. Quick Look: Dota 2 International Compendium which
meant, will be the largest prize pool any gaming tournament could have attained. The top 10
most expensive Dota 2 items available on the Steam market. To give credibility to this list, I
included only the items that have been already traded in .. rare drop in the Immortal Treasure
II of The International Compendium
Many DOTA 2 players have voiced disappointment about this year's Compendium, largely
comparing it to the previous year's Compendium. The International 's Compendium purchases
are the direct-way fans Not to mention they get to feel directly a part of DotA2's largest and. I
did a short video of me purchasing the Fall Compendium for DotA 2 so people could see what
you actually wind up getting from it. With the The International (TI5) running all week until,
Dota 2 is back in . and now even mid-range laptops have the integrated hardware to run by
Dota 2 players, who are buying The International Compendium
All heroes in Dota 2 have their own story and a path which led them to battle in to players who
owned The International Compendium saw the compendium for on market. anyone knows if i
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will still get the The desert terrain's the only regret that i have in d2, because i want it bad the
terrains more tradeable, they're the best cosmetic items in dota2.
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